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7 October 2016 / Hydref 2016 

Cake and a Cuppa 
Cacen a Paned 
The Macmillan "Cake and a Cuppa" event was a huge success.  
There was a fantastic array of cakes, cupcakes, and cookies,  
highlighting how busy  students and parents were last week.  
Everyone had a wonderful time. I am so thankful to everyone who 
helped make this such a success. From helping organise the event, 
baking, serving, or giving a donation and joining us for a cake.  
On the day we raised nearly £321.81p and still had lots of cakes left-
over. We dropped off a large selection at Rhiwlas Care Home in Flint - the staff and residents 
were all extremely grateful and were looking forward to their treat as we left. 
The remaining cakes were split between the Share Shop in Chester (they give the homeless free 
coffee and cakes), and the Soul Kitchen which offers food and conversation to the homeless and 
lonely also in Chester. 
Thank you all for making this such a special occasion, and for making a difference to so many 
people. 
Mrs Griffiths 

Governors’ Statement 

Datganiad y Llywodraethwyr 

Mr Ronald Keating has requested retirement from the Headship of St Richard Gwyn, which after 

careful consideration has been agreed by the governing body. We all wish to thank Mr Keating 

for his valued work at the school and wish him well as he moves into a new chapter in his life. 
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'Science of Dragons'  
Gwyddoniaeth Dreigiau 
We were proud to host an amazing 'Science of 
Dragons' show this week which all Year 7 and 8 
students were excited to watch. 
'Scientific Sue' presented lots of awesome dem-
onstrations using our students as assistants and 
showed how much science knowledge was 
used in the writing of the 'How to Train Your 
Dragon' series of books. Students enjoyed see-
ing how dragons could actually fly, produce 
massive smoke rings, coloured flames and multi
-coloured urine!  At the end of the show we were 
presented with a box-set of the complete collec-
tion of ‘How to Train Your Dragon’ books which 
will now be available for pupils to borrow from 
the school library. 


